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ABSTRACT
We explore the potential impacts to, and degradations of, Space Situational
Awareness (SSA) and related operations that may be caused by New Space large
constellations. In this paper, the initial Starlink constellation layer (anticipated
completion in 2025) is adopted as a sample case study to explore these potential
SSA impacts and degradations. Results indicate that for normal SSA observations
and tracking purposes, SSA degradations may be minimal at least for systems with
relatively short integration times. Impacts may be further mitigated if accurate large
constellation positional information incorporating planned maneuvers are utilized in
the optical tracking operations procedures to effectively mask out the large
constellation spacecraft. However, there are potential operational risks to imaging by
optical systems with very wide fields of view, lower spatial resolution, long integration
times (especially systems with large apertures), and when imaging very faint objects.
SSA system throughput, efficiency and accuracy may be degraded as well.
INTRODUCTION
In the New Space paradigm, fractionated systems and large constellations will likely
dominate the active spacecraft population. Applications have been filed for many
large constellations containing in aggregate more than 50,000 spacecraft just within
the next decade alone. While commercially exciting, the introduction of this huge
quantity of spacecraft would increase our active space population more than tenfold,
potentially exacerbating current difficulties in the current SSA framework and
introducing complex new challenges.
GOAL OF THIS RESEARCH
The goal of this paper is to explore these potential challenges in a measured
approach. First, the orbital characteristics of a representative large constellation are
presented. Next, we develop suitable Starlink attitude, shape and optical models and
explore the Electro-Optical and InfraRed (EO/IR) contributions to the space
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brightness topology such a constellation would make. The brightness model is
compared with both the STK EO/IR module estimates as well as a few optical
images collected by the Commercial Space Operations Center (ComSpOC) for
various viewing geometries, solar illumination angles and attitude orientations.
We then employ this Starlink brightness model to assess the overall brightness
envelope that Starlink spacecraft might reasonably produce under a variety of
viewing geometries of interest as a function of the spacecraft’s size and shape,
reflection, collection geometry, solar illumination angles, celestial backgrounds, and
motion blur. This brightness envelop is then embedded in a simulation to estimate
how SSA, astronomy and calibration activities may be adversely affected by this
sample large constellation as a function of time, viewing geometry, season, SSA
observing telescope site placement and imaging characteristics and performance.
Large constellations also require tracking and analyst resources to properly identify
and associate new spacecraft that are deployed en masse. We discuss how
launches of large numbers of identical form factor spacecraft make it difficult to
discern and properly associate observations and tracks for all deployed objects. And
finally, we delineate benefits of inter-operator data sharing.
THE STARLINK LARGE CONSTELLATION
Purely for convenience, we selected as a sample case study one of the frontrunner
large constellations for which applications have been filed with the FCC 1
corresponding to the planned initial SpaceX Starlink constellation consisting of 1,584
spacecraft in 24 orbit planes at an orbit inclination of 53° and an orbit altitude of 550
km as shown in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Representative depiction of initial LEO Starlink constellation, assuming 24 orbit planes, 66 spacecraft
per plane, 53° orbit inclination, total of 1584 spacecraft.
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STARLINK LAUNCH PLANS, TEST ORBIT AND BRIGHTNESS
SpaceX had originally planned to field its first set of Starlink spacecraft at an orbital
altitude of 1150 km. But they then requested and received FCC approval on 7
November 2019 2to begin operating a network of 1,584 spacecraft at an altitude of
550 km, with 24 orbit planes inclined at 53° 3, each orbit plane presumably to contain
66 spacecraft. Eventually, the $10B Starlink system is slated to consist of 12,000
Ku, Ka and V-Band spacecraft positioned at different altitudes and deployed in
phases. SpaceX also announced plans to launch batches of 60 Starlink satellites
every two to three weeks to assemble a constellation that by mid 2020 will be ready
to provide global coverage 11. At a 60 satellite-per-launch pace, 1,584 spacecraft
corresponds to 27 launches, 3 of which occurred in 2019, leaving 24 launches for
2020, consistent with SpaceX announcement in September 2019 4.
Commercial Space Operations Center (ComSpOC) visual magnitude measurements
of current Starlink spacecraft at 350 km altitude show them to be quite bright,
occasionally exceeding visual magnitude of 2.0. In dark skies, the unaided eye
limiting magnitude is 7.6 to 8.0 (with effort); the presence of Jupiter or Venus in the
sky seems to degrade dark adaptation, and 32- and 50-centimeter telescopes can
detect stars down to magnitude 17.5 and 19th magnitude 5. For reference, Venus
has a visual magnitude of 4.2 an the brightest star in the sky (Sirius) has a
magnitude of 1.5. SpaceX admitted that nobody in the company anticipated the
problem when the satellites were first designed, saying that “No one thought of this.
We didn’t think of it, and the astronomy community didn’t think of it.” 11
A recent pass of a newly-launched set of 60 Starlink spacecraft over Hawaii is shown
in Figure 2, with the corresponding positional sequence (enlarged scale) produced
by the CelesTrak Pass Visualization (PassViz) tool portrayed in Figure 3. Note how
bright this string of spacecraft are, even when observed at 06:24 local time (HST).

Figure 2 – Morning tracking of Starlink spacecraft
train, taken with 1-sec exposures at ISO 12800 at
10 sec after culmination/peak elevation

Figure 3 – CelesTrak PassViz zoomed-in depiction of Starlink
spacecraft captured in optical image in Figure 2.

STARLINK BRIGHTNESS ESTIMATION APPROACH
There are many ways to assess the amount of light or electromagnetic energy
reflected by a target of interest such as an empirical model that mimics patterns of
life derived from measured data. Or if reasonable target parameters are known, one
can develop and calibrate an analytical model of the target that replicates them and
predict future observations. In the case of the Starlink satellites, we have both
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empirical measurements (Figure 4 and Figure 5) and a representative Starlink 3D
model (Figure 6), which allowed us to develop and calibrate a simple analytical
brightness model.

Figure 4: A sample Starlink spacecraft image streak taken
with an J.T. McGraw and Associates sidereal tracking
sensor. This image shows how the point spread function of
the imaging system is streaked out by the high apparent
angular motion of the satellite.

Figure 5: Multiple Starlink spacecraft as observed on
2019-11-11, ≈17:56 PST at 30-40° elevation during a 45°
maximum elevation pass, camera and lens FOV ≈ 4.3 x
2.4 degrees 6. This was taken soon after these
spacecraft were launched and thus they are still clustered
and not in their final constellation configuration. Used by
permission of D. Hash.

Figure 6: Moderate resolution 3D model of notional Starlink satellite employing 5,122 polygons.

STARLINK BRIGHTNESS ANALYTICAL MODEL FORMULATION
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We modelled the brightness of Starlink satellites as the combination of two
components, the spacecraft body and solar panels. These two pieces were
approximated as two plates having surface areas of (ABody and APanel) and
reflectance values of (ρBody and ρPanel). Using these plates as a simple reflectance
model, the brightness is then a function of the relative input angle from the sun (θ Sun)
and the output angle to the sensor (θSensor) as shown in Figure 7. The azimuthal
orientation impact of the brightness from the panel can be treated as a scalar
(sAzimuth) and can either be explicitly calculated (if the spacecraft yaw attitude and
panel clock angle is known) or modeled by its average influence on reflecting surface
area (if unknown).

Figure 7: Brightness model illumination angle definitions.

The Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Functions (BRDFs) from the separate
body and solar panel components could be modeled as flat Lambertian plates as
shown in Equations 1 and 2, respectively:
𝐵𝑅𝐷𝐹𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 (𝜃𝐼𝑛 , 𝜃𝑂𝑢𝑡 ) = max(cos(𝜃𝐼𝑛 ) , 0) max(cos(𝜃𝑂𝑢𝑡 ) , 0)
𝐵𝑅𝐷𝐹𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 (𝜃𝐼𝑛 , 𝜃𝑂𝑢𝑡 ) = sin(𝜃𝐼𝑛 ) sin(𝜃𝑂𝑢𝑡 ) 𝑠𝐴𝑧𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑡ℎ

(1)
(2)

and vary as shown in Table 1 and Table 2, respectively.
The intensity from the target of interest (ITarget) can then be calculated from these
BRDFs and the solar illumination (ESolarExoatmospheric) as shown in Equation 3:
𝐼𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = 𝐸𝑆𝑜𝑙𝑎𝑟𝐸𝑥𝑜𝑎𝑡𝑚𝑜𝑠𝑝ℎ𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑐 (𝜌𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝐴𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 𝐵𝑅𝐷𝐹𝐵𝑜𝑑𝑦 (𝜃𝐼𝑛 , 𝜃𝑂𝑢𝑡 ) +
𝜌𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝐴𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 𝐵𝑅𝐷𝐹𝑃𝑎𝑛𝑒𝑙 (𝜃𝐼𝑛 , 𝜃𝑂𝑢𝑡 ))
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(3)

Table 1 Normalized bidirectional reflectance function of spacecraft body component

Nadir Angle to Sensor [deg]

Body Reflectance
Function
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

0
1
0.984808
0.939693
0.866025
0.766044
0.642788
0.5
0.34202
0.173648
6.13E-17

10
0.984808
0.969846
0.925417
0.852869
0.754407
0.633022
0.492404
0.336824
0.17101
6.03E-17

20
0.939693
0.925417
0.883022
0.813798
0.719846
0.604023
0.469846
0.321394
0.163176
5.76E-17

Nadir Angle to Sun [deg]
30
40
50
60
0.866025 0.766044 0.642788
0.5
0.852869 0.754407 0.633022 0.492404
0.813798 0.719846 0.604023 0.469846
0.75 0.663414 0.55667 0.433013
0.663414 0.586824 0.492404 0.383022
0.55667 0.492404 0.413176 0.321394
0.433013 0.383022 0.321394
0.25
0.296198 0.262003 0.219846 0.17101
0.150384 0.133022 0.111619 0.086824
5.31E-17 4.69E-17 3.94E-17 3.06E-17

70
0.34202
0.336824
0.321394
0.296198
0.262003
0.219846
0.17101
0.116978
0.059391
2.1E-17

80
0.173648
0.17101
0.163176
0.150384
0.133022
0.111619
0.086824
0.059391
0.030154
1.06E-17

90
6.13E-17
6.03E-17
5.76E-17
5.31E-17
4.69E-17
3.94E-17
3.06E-17
2.1E-17
1.06E-17
3.75E-33

80
0
0.17101
0.336824
0.492404
0.633022
0.754407
0.852869
0.925417
0.969846
0.984808

90
0
0.173648
0.34202
0.5
0.642788
0.766044
0.866025
0.939693
0.984808
1

Table 2 Normalized bidirectional reflectance function of spacecraft solar panel component

Nadir Angle to Sensor [deg]

Panel Reflectance
Function
0
10
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

10
0
0.030154
0.059391
0.086824
0.111619
0.133022
0.150384
0.163176
0.17101
0.173648

20
0
0.059391
0.116978
0.17101
0.219846
0.262003
0.296198
0.321394
0.336824
0.34202

Nadir Angle to Sun [deg]
30
40
50
60
0
0
0
0
0.086824 0.111619 0.133022 0.150384
0.17101 0.219846 0.262003 0.296198
0.25 0.321394 0.383022 0.433013
0.321394 0.413176 0.492404 0.55667
0.383022 0.492404 0.586824 0.663414
0.433013 0.55667 0.663414
0.75
0.469846 0.604023 0.719846 0.813798
0.492404 0.633022 0.754407 0.852869
0.5 0.642788 0.766044 0.866025

70
0
0.163176
0.321394
0.469846
0.604023
0.719846
0.813798
0.883022
0.925417
0.939693

The estimated irradiance from the target (ETarget) and visual magnitude (vTarget) can
then be calculated as a function of the target intensity and the distance (d) from the
sensor to the target as shown in Equations 4 and 5, where E0 is the reference
irradiance for a star of visual magnitude zero:
𝐸𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 =

𝐼𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

(4)

𝑑2

𝑣𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 = −2.5 log10

𝐸𝑇𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

(5)

𝐸0

Adopting approximate values for the Starlink spacecraft and its reflectance, Table 3
provides visual magnitude for a few sample conditions and collection geometries.
These conditions are notional and the actual values that will be encountered are still
to be determined, but with an analytical calculation such as this it is possible to
estimate approximate brightness values and plan accordingly.
Table 3 Sample brightness model input parameters
Grouping

Satellite Physical
Parameters

Reference
Irradiance Values

Parameter
Body Reflectance
Height
Width
Body Area
Panel Reflectance
Height
Width
Panel Area
Exoatmospheric Solar Irradiance
Vega Irradiance

Value
30.0%
3.3
1.7
5.61
1.0%
9
3.3
29.7
1380
2.78E-08

Units
[ratio]
[m]
[m]
[m^2]
[ratio]
[m]
[m]
[m^2]
[W/m2]
[W/m2]
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Table 4 Sample brightness results for a few conditions and collection geometries
Grouping

Parameter
Normal to Sun Angle
Geometric Collection
Normal to Sensor Angle
Parameters
Distance from Sensor to Satellite
Body Reflectance Function
Reflectance Function
Panel Azimuth Term
Calculations
Panel Reflectance Function
Satellite Intensity
Satellite Brightness
Satellite Irradiance at Sensor
Calculations
Satellite Visual Magnitude

80
10
500
0.0544
1.0000
0.0544
148.74
5.95E-10
4.17

110
10
500
0.0000
1.0000
0.0519
21.29
8.52E-11
6.28

80
45
500
0.0391
1.0000
0.2217
181.62
7.26E-10
3.96

Value
110
80
45
10
500
1000
0.0000 0.0544
1.0000 1.0000
0.2115 0.0544
86.69 148.74
3.47E-10 1.49E-10
4.76
5.68

110
10
1000
0.0000
1.0000
0.0519
21.29
2.13E-11
7.79

80
45
1000
0.0391
1.0000
0.2217
181.62
1.82E-10
5.46

Units
110
[deg]
45
[deg]
1000
[km]
0.0000
[ratio]
1.0000
[ratio]
0.2115
[ratio]
86.69
[W/sr]
8.67E-11 [W/m2]
6.26 [magnitude]

STARLINK BRIGHTNESS MODEL REFINEMENT AND APPLICATION
Based on the empirical imagery we’ve collected so far, we produced a set of
measurements obtained under a variety of collection conditions that permits the
iterative refinement of the analytical model’s optical signature and properties. The
primary optical properties of interest are size, shape, and reflectance of the target
surfaces. Note that the analytical model will assuredly continue to be improved over
time to best fit new observation data.
From the resulting analytical optical model for the satellites, new brightness
estimates were generated for a wide variety of imaging conditions to study the
phenomenology of potential SSA degradation and interference that a large
constellation might introduce. Such parametric and systematic explorations serve to
quantify SSA degradation functional dependencies and help identify any best
practices for tasking and tracking that might help minimize such degradations when
they may be present in imagery. More importantly, it is critical to identify if and when
such degradation and signal interference is negligible versus impactful.
For example, we studied the effect of integration time when imaging a fainter SSA
target in the presence of many Starlink satellites. To explore the problem space, we
simulated an extremely close relative spacing of just 15-pixels between satellites, an
image plane-mapped velocity of 40 pixels-per-second along the diagonal of the
image, and in-plane and cross-plane positional variabilities of between one and two
pixels RMS respectively. Note that such spacing represents the configuration of
these objects while they are still deploying to their operational positions, as opposed
to their operational configuration once they have fully separated.
Figure 8 portrays the resulting interference to faint object SSA tracking as the large
constellation transits the faint object. The figure shows how Starlink’s interfering
spacecraft brightness varies for a sequence of 6 sample integration times. Note that
Starlink spacecraft starting positions are denoted by a red dot, and the Starlink
spacecraft are moving towards the bottom right of the image). Also note that as
integration time increases in this simulated sidereal stare mode, brightness of the
Starlink satellites actually decreases relative to the star background. Also note that a
faint SSA object’s brightness would also dim in a corresponding manner proportional
to the faint object’s motion relative to the sensor’s tracking motion.
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Figure 8: Starlink spacecraft 3D brightness model for a variety of integration times.

The sequence depicted in Figure 8 also indicates that sufficient Starlink reflected
signal exists under these conditions to separate individual satellites and make
unique observations using a fast integration time of 0.25-seconds. But what
brightness is recorded for integration times which are long enough for adjacent
Starlink spacecraft to overlap? To explore this effect, large constellation adjacent
spacecraft were positioned very close to each other in-plane and integration times
chosen such that reflected signatures overlapped to the point where subsequent
spacecraft occupied the same pixels on the image plane leading to mixing of their
intensity signals. The amount of overlap is a function of this in-plane separation, the
cross-plane (or “across-velocity”) positional variability and system spatial resolution
(a combination of geometric resolution and optical and atmospheric spatial
distortions). Figure 9 illustrates the impact of cross-plane variability as an RMS value
in pixels, assuming approximately 400-pixel motion blur and a separation of just 10pixels between satellites. From this we can see that the relative cross-plane
positional variability does impact overall brightness of the transiting interfering large
constellation satellites. While the in-plane separation assumed in this example is
small, this nevertheless serves to demonstrate the dependence that the interfering
brightness has upon in-plane and cross-plane separation for longer integration times.
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Figure 9: Brightness impact of in-plane separation and cross-plane variability.

OPTICAL SENSOR DETECTION DEGRADATION DUE TO LARGE
CONSTELLATIONS
Satellite streaks have long been on the expansive list of nuisance phenomena for
ground-based optical astronomy, along with cosmic ray events, meteors, airplanes
and contrails, clouds, scattered light and diffraction spikes. With the planned plethora
of LEO large constellations of spacecraft such as the Starlink constellation, the
overall rate of these events and their average brightness will both increase
dramatically. This is in contrast with the bulk of tracked objects currently in orbit,
most of which are space debris that is mostly quite a bit smaller, further away and
less reflective than these planned systems. Additionally, these new constellation
members fly in an overall formation, so their distribution on the sky is correlated.
During twilight and a few hours after, there will be regions of the sky that will have a
very high rate of bright satellites crossing them. The net result is that these LEO
constellation member satellites will evolve from an occasional nuisance to a
persistent concern.
The effect of one of these objects crossing the field of view (FOV) of a telescope is to
leave a streak or trail of light, see Figure 7 for an example. Exactly how those
crossings impact an observation depends very strongly on the science and mission
goals. Some telescopes, including many large scientific systems, have a very small
FOV used for high resolution imaging or spectroscopy. Thus, the odds of a satellite
passing through is low at any given moment, but these systems often use very long
exposure times in order to develop appreciable signal-to-noise ratios on very faint
sources. Moreover, observing time on large telescopes is a very scarce resource,
expensive, and allocated in a highly competitive manner. Operators of these facilities
desire to minimize any potential disruption, so a clear understanding of the risks and
tools to help plan observations around these objects is desirable.
OPTICAL SENSOR CONTAMINATION DUE TO LARGE CONSTELLATIONS
In order to help understand the effects of these objects on space observations, we
develop a simple model to understand the magnitude of the effect. Where possible,
we have tried to use typical or worst-case scenarios. We’ve included only the first
planned Starlink layer at 550 km altitude, although other constellation layers have
also been applied for. Clearly, the addition of other layers will further increase the
Copyright ©2020 by Analytical Graphics Inc.
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potential for SSA degradation, though not necessarily in a straightforward manner.
Lower altitude components, such as the lowest proposed one at 328 km, will appear
much brighter and appear to move much faster, but they will not be sunlit for very
long during twilight. The higher layers will be much fainter and appear to move
slower but will remain lit for a greater portion of the night.
As an initial approximation, let’s assume that the initial 1,584-satellite Starlink
constellation has a roughly uniform distribution of objects as seen from mid-latitude
observing sites (which includes most major observatories today), while operating at
typical elevation angles. When looking north in the northern (or south in the
southern) hemisphere, this uniformity assumption will definitely not hold true. Nor will
there be any objects above +53° or below -53° declination in the Earth centered
frame. We can calculate the surface density of this cap-less sphere (previously
depicted in Figure 1) as N objects divided by 3.2 π (R⊕ + 550), where the factor of
3.2 comes from the removal of the polar regions to +/- 53°. That area is
approximately 4 x 108 km2. In the case of the first Starlink phase, that is 1600/(4 x
108), which is roughly 4 x 10-6 objects per km2.
Now, from a ground site, one square degree of FOV subtends approximately 92 km 2
at 550 km when pointed at the zenith. The rough median observing elevation is
closer to +35° that +90° at the zenith, so a more typical subtended area would be
about 3 times higher, roughly 280 km2. Then, the probability that one of these
objects is in a given square degree is approximately 1.1 x 10-3. As an aside, this
makes sense, because that is why one needs so many constellation members for
lower LEO altitudes to get good ground coverage – even with 1600 objects, only a
few will be over the horizon at any given time for mid-latitude sites.
But that isn't the whole picture, because these appear to move at high angular rate
and the effect will be something like a net flux of these objects over the sky. For a
circular orbit at 550 km, the instantaneous linear velocity is 7.6 km/s, which from the
ground appears to be 0.8 °/s (2880 ″/s) at zenith and 0.46 °/s (1656 ″/s) at 35°
degrees elevation. Because of this, the objects appear to streak across a telescope’s
FOV.
For a typical telescope system, we can assume marginal observing conditions of 2″
full width at half max (FWHM) seeing. The light streak can then be approximated as
a sequence of 2″ diameter point spread functions (PSF) separated by roughly 2″
along track, 828 per second. That means that the brightness as any given point is
about 828 times fainter than if it were rate-tracked and fixed in the FOV. This is
about 7.25 magnitudes fainter on a per-pixel basis. In this way, 5th magnitude LEO
object in this configuration has peak intensity is similar to a 12th magnitude star. See
Figure 9 as an example.
That means the exclusion zone around even the brightest of these is not very large,
maybe 10”, or 5 FWHM on either side of the streak, far smaller in radius that a 4th
magnitude star, though stretched out by many hundreds or thousands or arcseconds
depend on the exposure time. In this way, each one of these objects will contaminate
roughly 20" x 0.46 °/s, or 0.0025 °2/s while in the FOV of a small optical sensor.
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Putting these two together, we get an estimate of 1.1 x 10-6 square degrees of
contamination per square degree of FOV contaminated per second of exposure time.
Obviously, the assumption of uniform density is inaccurate, but that is both a benefit
and detriment in the sense that there will be some places that have locally very high
flux of these things, for instance where two constellation planes cross. That pattern
moves though as the Earth rotates under it, so there is a chance that clever planning
could very much reduce the chances for telescope systems that are sensitive to this
kind of interference.
HOW THESE OBJECTS WILL AFFECT ASTRONOMICAL SYSTEMS
So what systems are going to be most affected by this? Systems with large Fieldsof-View (FOVs) and/or long exposure times that need to operate in twilight. Recent
articles 7, 8 and media pieces 9, 10, have voiced concern about this potentially adverse
impact, but the extent of technical analysis of these are thin. Not all astronomical
observations are at risk, given the overall fractional contamination derived above.
Some systems are much more prone to this kind of interference.
For example, all-sky imager such as meteor cameras and widefield imagers, such as
those used for detecting extrasolar planets, have very wide FOVs and long exposure
times. Moreover, the FWHM of the PSF for these systems is much larger than the
above assumed 2″ - the delivered pixel scale can be tens of arcseconds on a side.
That combination is a recipe for maximizing the contamination. Though even in those
cases, the constellation object or objects is not wrecking all of the image. The most
straightforward way to mitigate this is to break up a long effective exposure time into
multiple frames and clip outliers from the summation, which is standard practice
against cosmic ray events anyway.
Large aperture telescopes with wide FOVs (LSST, DEC, Pan-STARRS, GOTO, etc.)
will also see an outsized effect. For these systems, the streaks may be bright
enough that a much larger area (e.g., more than 10*FWHM) would have to be
masked, if the otherwise faint wings of the PSF contribute along the path. Depending
upon the altitude of the large constellations, degradations at both dawn and dusk
could last several hours or more. Even still, these systems and others that study
near-Earth asteroids, supernovae, and other astronomical transient phenomena
normally operate by taking multiple exposures of a given field of interest, allowing
them to clip out regions contaminated by a variety of normal, albeit annoying,
phenomena.
An example of this potential impact is shown in Figure 10, which is an exposure
taken during the early morning hours of mid-January 2020 by the Gravitational wave
Optical Transient Observer (GOTO) facility’s robotic array of telescopes at the
Roque de los Muchachos Observatory in La Palma. The GOTO project involves
searching for counterparts to gravitational wave events, which requires the patrolling
and searching of large areas of the sky.
The insets (Figure 11 and Figure 12) are simply closeups of two sections within the
frame, to show the impact at pixel-level scales. Each camera records 50 Mpixel full
resolution science images.
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Figure 10 – One of several GOTO long-duration exposure images affected by bright Starlink spacecraft sequence
(credit: GOTO collaboration).

Figure 11 – Enlargement of GOTO’s galaxy of interest
(credit: GOTO collaboration).

Figure 12 – Other (typically higher)
spacecraft tend to be much dimmer than
Starlink, by comparison (credit: GOTO
collaboration).

Telescopes with much smaller FOVs, such as those used for spectroscopy, would
have to assess their specific combination of FOV, exposure time, and PSF FWHM to
evaluate the risk of a contaminating satellite crossing the FOV. For these systems, a
very unlikely crossing might ruin an entire exposure, rather than just some small
fraction of the FOV. Those risks and outcomes need to be weighed by observers and
facility staff, because over time, even sub-1% losses add up to real impacts.
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Tools that have been and are being developed for SSA applications can be
leveraged to help users of large telescopes. The same techniques that can help
schedule the observing and monitoring of satellites can help avoid those same
objects. Moreover, those SSA observations themselves help refine the
foreknowledge of where those objects will be. This makes collaboration between
these communities essential.
BRIGHTNESS MITIGATION STRATEGIES
There are a few ways to lessen the potential disruptions incurred by large
constellations upon SSA, naked-eye observations and astronomy. For example, one
could:
(1) Optimize spacecraft shape/dimensions to minimize reflected surfaces;
(2) Optimally control spacecraft attitude to avoid reflecting solar energy to the
Earth’s surface, particularly when near the day/night terminator;
(3) Design the spacecraft outer surfaces to lower surface reflectivity.
(4) Optimize large constellation orbit(s) to minimize disruptions; higher altitudes
decrease overall brightness, while lower altitudes reduce the duration and
area of potential brightness interference.
Regarding our sample case study of the Starlink large constellation, it was reported
in Space News 11 that, “One of the Starlink satellites in the next batch of 60 that
SpaceX plans to launch in late December will be treated with a special coating
designed to make the spacecraft less reflective and less likely to interfere with space
observations, SpaceX president and chief operating officer Gwynne Shotwell said
Dec. 6. Shotwell said the next batch has one satellite “where we put a coating on
the bottom.” She noted that this is just an experiment and could not predict if it will
work. The coating that is being applied to one of the satellites in the third batch of
Starlink spacecraft is just the first step toward finding a permanent solution as more
satellites get deployed.” Shotwell also acknowledged that this experimental coating
could affect its thermal performance.
It is important to note that there is at present no regulation controlling the brightness
of satellites12. In that light, it is commendable that SpaceX and other large
constellation operators are proactively seeking solutions to this complicated problem.
SpaceX estimates that their coating may reduce Starlink visual magnitude by as
much as 3.5 13. Yet even if this SpaceX coating experiment does reduce the optical
signature, these spacecraft are likely to remain quite bright, and the sheer
distribution, scope and quantity of them will likely be the main issue. Coatings also
may introduce additional concerns, such as the ability to maintain spacecraft thermal
control, and introduction of paint fleck space debris in the event that the coating were
to degrade and disperse.
In contrast, OneWeb has not announced any plans to utilize black paint to reduce
spacecraft brightness, instead relying upon option (4) above to utilize higher orbits,
which provides an estimated two to three visual magnitude reduction just by being
further away from the ground observer/system. Of course, higher orbits have the
downside of being visible for longer periods of time.
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Ultimately, there are multiple competing commercial and environmental goals at play
with large constellations:
(1) Brightness adversely affects the astronomy community and amateur sky
watchers.
(2) Conversely, at least some level of brightness is helpful to SSA sensors and
systems that are working to non-cooperatively maintain accurate positional
knowledge of all space objects;
(3) A large portion of satellite failures occur during the first year of operations.
Industry-consensus best practices 14 include (a) minimizing post-mission orbit
lifetime and (b) launching into a low altitude “staging” or test orbit to check out
the spacecraft before they ascend to their operational altitude, to ensure that
such malfunctioning spacecraft are culled from the constellation before being
raised to an operational altitude that has a long orbit lifetime. Yet such
staging will continually introduce bright newly-launched spacecraft into the
space population, as the launch needs to deploy and maintain a large
constellation will result in a continuous stream of launches.
(4) The goal of providing global internet connectivity is a humanitarian cause that
is worth pursuing. Yet we should be mindful that there will be ancillary
requirements to get the needed power, compatible devices and associated
funding necessary to make such a space-borne internet globally useful.
(5) The commercial space industry is blossoming, and it is estimated to grow to a
multi-trillion dollar part of the economy. This will be (and has already been)
accompanied by numerous jobs and strong manufacturing growth.
While our focus in this paper has been on how, in a generic sense, large
constellations could adversely affect ground-based optical and thermal imaging, one
could equivalently point out that such imaging has been under pressure from
numerous effects (the existing space population, urban sprawl and its associated
light pollution, to name a few). This introduces a tradeoff on the efficacy of building
exquisite ground-based optical systems versus making them space-based
when/where possible (albeit at greater cost).
SPACE OBJECT TRACKING IN THE PRESENCE OF LARGE CONSTELLATIONS
Almost all optical SSA observations operate by using multiple exposures of the same
FOV using relatively short exposure times. That means that these systems are not
nearly as prone to satellite streak contamination as other telescopes. For SSA
optical tracking purposes, photons reflecting off of satellites are a desired output
product, and photons emanating from stars are an existing background that must be
accommodated.
Even in the presence of large constellations, the odds of two objects appearing
within e.g. ~10 arcseconds of each other is low and the occasional bad
measurement can readily be tolerated by advanced SSA systems. Consider that
bright stars frequently transit spacecraft target observations as well, and such
interference is addressed. Moreover, large constellation spacecraft aren't necessarily
“nuisance objects” for SSA -- they can and should be viewed as valuable tracking
targets.
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An example of an SSA sensor imaging of a LEO object that has a similar brightness
and rate to Starlink spacecraft is shown in Figure 13. The imaging system used to
obtain these observations is a 0.35 meter wide-field imaging system described in
detail in Zimmer, McGraw, and Ackermann 2019 15. This small subset of a 16 Mpixel
image shows one of the spacecraft, Object A (NORAD ID 44310), moving through
the FOV over the course of 0.25 seconds. Its average brightness was 5.1
magnitudes calibrated to GAIA DR2 G band and its apparent angular rate was 1500
″/s (644 pixels/s). The net result is that, after measuring the object, approximately
4500 pixels required masking prior to being passed on for further processing.
Although that content is unavoidably lost, this amounts to a loss of less than
approximately 0.008 square degrees per second. The masked region is shown in red
cross-hatching in Figure 13.
Figure 14 shows the average intensity profile across the streak in Figure 13. The
masking used corresponds to where the average signal falls well below the
background noise.
The increased density of these constellation members will require more processing
power to measure and mask, though only incrementally. A further challenge is likely
to be the identification and correlation/association of observations after detection.

Figure 13-This image subset shows an observation of Object A (NORAD ID 44310) as it passed through the field
of view of one of our telescope systems on June 28, 2019. In this 0.25 second exposure, Object A moved at a
rate of 1500 arcsecond per second and had an average intensity of 5.1 magnitude calibrated to GAIA DR2 G
band. For comparison, the two brightest stars in the lower left are 15.2 (near pixel coordinates 1880,1780) and
14.5 (near 1950,1860) magnitude. The red cross-hatched region has detectable excess light compared to the
background. This “contaminated” area is roughly 4500 pixels in area, so this object would contaminate roughly
100,000 square arcseconds per second or about 0.0077 square degrees per second.
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Figure 14 – The blue line with cross symbols plots the average cross-track intensity profile of the for Object A for
the same image as shown in Figure 13. The intensity drops below the RMS noise between position 2991 and
3007, which corresponds to the mask shown in Figure 13. The other four lines show profiles in the same region
but just ahead and behind Object A to show the background noise.

PARAMETRIC ASSESSMENT OF GEO TRACKING SSA DEGRADATION
From an SSA perspective, optical sensors provide key tracking data in orbital
regimes where radars would either be too costly to, or incapable of, providing
sustained coverage to maintain track custody. Accordingly, optical sensors provide
valuable observations of space objects in MEO, HEO, GEO and inclined GEO orbits.
Of these, the primarily contribution of optical sensor tracking is of the GEO belt.
Now that an extensive background discussion and analytical foundation have been
provided regarding the estimation of Starlink brightness and its potential to interfere
with SSA, it is possible to assess the likelihood that a Starlink spacecraft could
interfere with an optical sensor Field of View (FOV) when tracking GEO belt
(assumed to be at geosynchronous radius spanning latitudes between ±15°). The
majority of ground-based optical sensors today are located in latitudes between
±35°.
With those things in mind, we embedded the analytical brightness model described
above into a simulation that volumetrically assessed, for all local times of day, the
areas where the Starlink large constellation would potentially degrade optical SSA
operations by having a visual magnitude brighter than (i.e., in excess of) 10.5. Two
simulations were run, one at the Vernal Equinox (Figure 15) and one for winter
(Figure 16).
Figure 15 – Parametric depiction of potential large constellation degradation areas and local times (Vernal
Equinox)

Figure 16 – Parametric depiction of potential large constellation degradation areas and local times (winter)
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TRACK ASSOCIATION AND CROSS-TAG DEGRADATION DUE BY LARGE
CONSTELLATIONS
As with all SSA, the first challenge for an “en masse” deployment is to track each of
the objects from the launch and determine initial orbits. This process requires
correctly associating individual observations into tracks over the first sensor(s) to
ensure that each orbit is initialized properly and then continuing to correctly
associate observations with each track when the objects pass over other sensors. If
observations are mis-associated, the orbit quality will degrade and proper track
association will become increasingly difficult.
This problem is increasingly difficult when individual space objects have the same
physical form factor. In such cases, the individual observations may all look identical
to a radar, and shape or size cannot be used as a unique discriminator when
performing track association. In past cases for en masse deployments of Planet’s 3U
CubeSats, it took days for the objects to sufficiently separate to even begin to
properly associate tracks and produce accurate orbits that were not cross-tagged 16.
Once initial orbits become accurate enough, the next challenge is to associate a
known object with a specific track. Again, this process is difficult because the US
Space Surveillance Network (SSN) does not currently have an ability to associate
satellite communications identifying a particular satellite with the orbit produced. But
some operators have independent means of generating orbits, using onboard GPS
or transponder ranging, that directly associates a specific satellite with the
associated observations. This approach prevents issues with misassociation that
lead to poor orbits.
From that point, it is necessary to associate those operator orbits with the orbits
produced by 18 SPCS. Due to variations in the mean motion determined for
individual orbits, it is not sufficient to simply make associations based on proximity at
any particular time and research has shown that calculating an RMS between pairs
of orbits over several orbit revolutions can provide a good metric for making matches
via a standard assignment algorithm 16.
Being able to correctly associate observations with tracks to produce good quality
orbits and knowing which object is associated with that object is key to performing
tasks like conjunction assessment where accuracy is essential and correctly
identifying the objects involved is paramount to ensure proper action is taken by the
operator(s) involved.
With the launch of large constellations like Starlink, however, a further complication
is introduced when the satellites begin maneuvering shortly after deployment. While
maneuvering can help provide increased separation to facilitate proper track
association, orbit quality suffers if the orbit determination process cannot incorporate
all forces acting on the satellite. That is, not knowing when maneuvers are occurring
or their magnitude makes it impossible to fit a good orbit. And since Starlink, and
likely other similar types of satellites, will employ low-thrust autonomous
maneuvering, it becomes increasingly difficult to perform responsive, accurate
tracking using a non-cooperative tracking approach like the one used by the SSN.
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In this type of environment, it is critical that individual operators of these types of
satellites make regular updates of their orbits and associated covariances generally
available for planning by other space operators. These data would need to look far
enough ahead (perhaps as much as a week) to facilitate conjunction assessment
and potential collision avoidance planning or to map out astronomical observing
sessions which might need to avoid having satellites pass through their field of view
and compromise the quality of their data.
SPACE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT IMPACTS
Large constellations will require increased capacity and throughput to accomplish
Space Traffic Management (STM). Even if all spacecraft are trackable above a
minimum detectability threshold, these objects may also lead to ambiguity in the
track association and cross-tagging aspects due to the operations of potentially
thousands of spacecraft that have exactly the same form factor, operating
characteristics, orbit and concepts of operations. This will put a premium on SSA and
STM systems that are scalable and have high capacity.
The larger catalog and associated SSA operations (including maneuver calibrations
and non-cooperative solutions when required, RCS values, attitude profiles, patterns
of life, image characterizations, photometrics) would need to scale according to the
constellation size. This in turn will drive the need for potentially dramatic increases in
SSA data communications bandwidth, storage, processing speed, and STM
analyses.
One of the findings of this paper is that it the impact of large constellations upon SSA
can be mitigated by bit masking techniques to remove information affected by the
bright large constellation spacecraft. This will only be feasible, of course, if we can
realize a long-standing central tenet of actionable STM processes and frameworks:
the critical need for extensive data sharing, coordination, staffing resources and comanagement of safety of flight risks. Large constellations will amplify this need for
extensive coordination and cooperation to promote long term sustainability of space
operations in these highly populated orbital regimes. This will be especially
important as the active spacecraft (such as the 227 kg Starlink spacecraft) transition
to low-thrust maneuvering such as Starlink’s Krypton gas-based Hall thrusters 3.
The operational scale required by large constellations may necessitate extensively
automated processes (track association, orbit determination, conjunction
assessment, collision avoidance maneuver planning and execution) coupled with
artificial intelligence and machine learning. Ongoing human monitoring of such
processes will be critical to assess automation performance and detect anomalous
behavior of the automated systems.
Large constellations could potentially provide an opportunity for adversarial actions
to be conducted. For instance, a large constellation could be used by an adversary
to mask their actions, exploiting the potential track misassociation and cross-tag
risks identified above. Potentially irresponsible operators could claim plausible
deniability of their actions if culpability could possibly be ascribed to spacecraft of the
large constellation.
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Large constellations will only be possible through low cost production and operations
with an economy of scale that may discourage the use of best practices and
responsible space operations which can drive high design, launch, operations and
disposal costs. The fact that such constellations are so large naturally also can make
them a high interest target of public scrutiny which can in turn lead to an
understandably defensive posture.
IMPACT OF LARGE CONSTELLLATIONS TO CONJUNCTION RATES, OPS
TEMPO
Given the overall population on trackable objects in space, an increase of 4000 5000 represented by a single one of these planned constellations will not
significantly add to the challenge of SSA tasking for LEO. Tomorrow’s SSA systems
(available today) leverage commercial technology with scalable architecture that
permit easy expansion of catalog size and resultant conjunctions computed.
The challenge of maintaining proper object association during routine thrusting while
in steady-state constellation operations is easily solved with modern maneuver
detection and characterization algorithms. The association challenges during initial
deployment were addressed previously in this paper. Periods of long duration, low
thrust maneuvers will possibly present challenges for traditional non-cooperative
SSA track custody and association. The operational CONOPS and frequency of
long-duration maneuvers during routine maintenance remains unknown.
Conjunction processing is a valid concern for a few reasons. First, any conjunction
prediction process is of limited value if it does not account for predicted spacecraft
maneuvers. The Space Data Association has for years successfully operated in a
manner that permits spacecraft operators to screen their satellite fleet against other
operators’ fleets with all planned maneuvers considered. Thus, for truly actionable
CA, planned maneuvers must be included in the propagated ephemerides used for
screening.
Additionally, at least some of the planned large constellations are reported to
introduce some level of autonomy to allow for the on-board processing to react to
predicted conjunctions. In such cases a potential mitigation maneuver will not be
screened against the catalog to identify any impact.
Lastly, with such an increase in number of operational spacecraft, the number of
conjunction warnings will rise, putting operational pressure on operators to ignore all
warnings due to sheer volume. To address this, the SSA solution needs to utilize
modern orbit determination algorithms that provide covariance realism, potentially
facilitating the lowering of notification and action thresholds. Here again the
frequency and magnitude of long duration electric thrust events could result in
expanded orbit covariance data.
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CONCLUSIONS
The existence of large constellations also will affect the ability of SSA systems to
produce, distribute and analyze a comprehensive space catalog, coordinate space
Traffic Management (STM) for all objects. This will place renewed emphasis on the
need for spacecraft operators to share data for information sharing. Meanwhile, any
degradation in SSA presents so-called “bad actors” with opportunities, and the
introduction of large constellations, and the resulting high operations tempo they
introduce, may detract from other SSA needs.
The findings of this paper indicate that SSA systems should be able to manage the
SSA degradations caused by large constellations, conditioned on the following: (1)
spacecraft designers and manufacturers ensure that their objects are bright enough
to be optically tracked when in MEO or GEO, while ensuring that they are not overly
bright in LEO; (2) large constellation operators are proactive and promote
transparency through extensive space data sharing, to include predictive
ephemerides that incorporate planned maneuvers, and potentially even tools and/or
models of the spacecraft and attitude profiles sufficient to feed optical masking on
the image plane to minimize SSA degradation. That said, there will likely be costly
impacts to select optical telescope operators who perform very long integration times
and are imaging faint celestial objects. We anticipate that the coexistence of large
constellations with the established astronomy community will require ongoing effort
to minimize the impact of large constellations.
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FUTURE WORK
This paper has been focused on the impact of large constellations upon groundbased optical sensor tracking, with emphasis on their tracking of the GEO orbit. It
may be interesting to expand these analyses to space-based optical sensors and
tracking of space objects in inclined GEO, HEO, MEO and other orbital regimes.
Moreover, the tools we have begun to build to help assess the impacts of these
objects will continue to improve as we receive more data, which given the large
number of objects, will be considerable.
In particular, higher-fidelity assessments could include the application of improved
spacecraft brightness models, implementation of specific attitude rules, exploration
of seasonal variations, and assessment of the dependence of SSA and astronomy
degradation as a function of look angle, ground-based telescope site location and
time over the next decade as large constellations are gradually launched, deployed,
staged to an altitude for testing, ascend to operational altitude, and descend for
disposal.
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